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EDITORIAL
This issue includes three papers on the timely topic of temporal coding in sensory
systems. The papers were presented together at the symposium Dynamics of Neural
Processing and Neural Codes, organized by R. Lestienne, at the 1998 meeting of the
European Forum of Neuroscience, Berlin. The authors have used different sensory
systems and different analytic approaches to evaluate the role of interval coding, and
their conclusions, while not always incomplete agreement, are not contradictory. Barry
Richmond and colleagues, analyzing data recorded from the visual system of awake
monkeys, show that the presence of precisely replicating patterns in their spike trains
does not carry additional stimulus-related information beyond that carried by the spike
count and the coarse structure of the responses alone, and therefore, "does not imply
control of spike timing at precise time scale". Peter Cariani, on the other hand, studying
auditory nerve discharges in the anesthetized cat, concludes that the best correlate to
pitch, as estimated by human listeners, lies in the population summation over individual
auditory fibers of the "all-intervals" distributions. He further suggests that similar,
autocorrelation-like representations are possible in other sensory systems. Finally, Remy
Lestienne suggests that the role of oscillations in the CNS not be restricted to a time
counting device, but should have a loose, versatile status. Oscillations are not the only
means to achieve synchronization in neuronal populations, as suggested by the example
of mitral cell discharge in the olfactory bulb of anesthetized rats. Altogether, these three
articles illustrate the complexity of the question of the use of time being made by the
brain in the processing of sensory data. Publishing these papers together in Neural
Plasticity should enhance the interest of our readers in the topic and contribute to the
ongoing debate.
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